
About Us:
Rainforest Cruises is a boutique travel 
company, specializing in Amazon River 
expedition cruises.

Using our extensive experience of and 
affection for Latin America generally, 
and the Amazon jungle specifically, we 
have created an agency dedicated to 
bringing travelers to this magical 
wilderness. 

We will work directly with you to 
tailor-make the dream vacation.

“It seems to me that the natural 
world is the greatest source of 

excitement; the greatest source of 
visual beauty; the greatest source of 

intellectual interest. It is the greatest 
source of so much in life that makes 

life worth living.” ~ Sir David 
Attenborough

Days are spent exploring lush tropical 
forests, either aboard a skiff or along 
hiking trails. With the assistance of 

expert, bilingual guides you will observe 
the Amazon’s unique diversity of plant 

and animal life. Excursions may include 
visiting rural communities to experience 

the Amazon way of life.

Evenings are reserved for relaxation 
aboard your vessel, admiring breath-

taking sunsets with a refreshing 
beverage in hand. With luck you may 

witness river dolphins frolicking past, or 
parrots flying overhead. Dine on 

sumptuous meals in the company of your 
fellow travelers, while sharing stories of 
the day’s discoveries. Enjoy the peace 

and tranquility of this raw, natural 
environment, and allow the magic of the 

jungle to indulge the senses.

Why Cruise the Amazon?

NATURE: he diversity of flora and fauna in 
Amazonia is spectacular, and the access to 
information from your local, naturalist guides 
will bring it all to life.

ADVENTURE: Enjoy kayaking along narrow 
tributaries and fishing for piraña. Or, crossing a 
walkway hung in the jungle canopy after 
swimming with river dolphins.

CONNECTION: Take a meaningful retreat with 
loved ones, full of quality time and special 
moments with nature, to "recharge your battery," 
center your spiritual self, and gain new 
perspectives to bring back home.

Contact Information:
+1 (561) 818-1389

www.rainforestcruises.com
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